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FACULTY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
ENGLISH

Edwin Greenlaw, Ph.D., Professor of English.

A.B., Northwestern University, 1897; A.M., ibid., 1898; A.M., Har-
vard University, 1903; Ph.D., ibid., 1904; Instructor in English,
Northwestern University, 1898-1902, 1904-1905; Instructor in Eng-
lish, University of Chicago, 1904, 1907; Professor of English,
Adelphi College, 1905-1913; Professor of English, University of
North Carolina, 1913—

George McFarland McKie, A.M., Associate Professor of Public

Speaking.

Graduate, Emerson College of Oratory, 1898; A.B., A.M., Univer-
sity of North Carolina, 1907; Student, Harvard University, 1907-

1908; Instructor in English, University of North Carolina, 1899-

1908; Associate Professor of Public Speaking, ibid., 1908

—

John Manning Booker, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English.

A.B., John Hopkins University, 1901; Student, ibid., 1901-1903,
1905-1909; Student, University of Munich, 1904-1905; Student, Uni-
versity of Heidelberg, 1903-1904, 1905, 1909, 1910, 1911; Ph.D., ibid.,

1912; Associate Professor of English, University of North Caro-
lina, 1909—

James Holly Hanford, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English.

A.B., University of Rochester, 1904; Ph.D., Harvard University,
1909; Assistant in English, ibid., 1908; Instructor in English, ibid..

1910-1913; Assistant Professor of English, Simmons College, 1909-

1914; Associate Professor of English, University of North Carolina,
1914—

JSTorman Foerster, A.M., Associate Professor of English.

A.B., Harvard University, 1910; Instructor in English, Harvard
Summer School, 1910, 1913; Student, Harvard University, 1910-

1911; Instructor in English, University of Wisconsin, 1911-1914;
A.M., ibid., 1912; Associate Professor of English, University of
North Carolina, 1914—

Henry McCune Dargan, Ph.D., Instructor in English.

A.B., Mercer University, 1910; Student, University of California,
1910-1911; Student, University of Chicago, 1911; A.M., Harvard
University, 1912; Ph.D., ibid., 1914; Instructor in English, Uni-
versity of North Carolina, 1914

—

Richard Hurt Thornton, A.M., Instructor in English.

A.B., Virginia Christian College, 1907; Graduate Student, Columbia
University, 1911-1914; A.M., ibid., 1914; Instructor in English,
University of North Carolina, 1914

—

Edgar Long, A.M., Instructor in English.

A.B., Erskine College, 1906; A.M., ibid., 1911; Graduate Student,
Columbia University, 1908, 1913.

Horace George Merten, A.M., Assistant in English.
A.B., Morningside College, 1913; A.M., University of Chicago, 1914.



GRADUATE COURSES IN ENGLISH

The University of North Carolina affords excellent opportunities

for advanced students of English. The men whom it desires to

reach are those who expect to enter secondary school or college

teaching, especially in the South Atlantic States, and those teachers

of English who wish to spend a year or more in advanced study.

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING

Preparation for teaching is thus the special aim proposed in the

graduate work in English. To this end, a good general knowledge

of the entire field of English literature and language is prerequisite

to admission to candidacy for a higher degree. Students whose un-

dergraduate preparation has been faulty are expected to make good

this deficiency by the completion of such senior college courses as

may be necessary, for example, a course in advanced composition,

or the study of a literary movement such as Romanticism, a period

such as the Victorian age, or a type such as the novel. The grad-

uate courses, more intensive in nature, contribute further to that

sound and accurate knowledge that is the first essential of good

teaching. Besides this wide acquaintance with literature, both

undergraduate and graduate courses seek to establish definite rela-

tionships to the secondary school and college curricula, to establish

equally definite relationship between literature of whatever period

and what is thought and done in the world today, and to develop a

sound method of study.

Application of knowledge and method is further stimulated in

various ways. The Seminar in the teaching of English draws on

the material studied in both high school and college ; it summarizes

and clarifies the work done in the courses; it is criticism applied

not to authors and monuments but to literature as an instrument of

education. Advanced students also have the opportunity to observe

the methods of teaching and administration employed in the large

undergraduate courses in English. Certain experiments in teach-

ing these courses are now being tested; graduate students observe

these experiments and discuss them with the instructors. Increas-
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ing stress on the Master's degree as a teaching degree is contem-

plated, the purpose being to make this degree not a formal reward

for a fifth year of college study, but an indication of the completion

of a course having for its object preparation for teaching English

rather than intensive research in a narrow field.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESEARCH

It is also recognized that besides encouraging acquaintance with

literature and with the general principles underlying the study

and teaching of literature, it is the function of the University to

supply the means for research. This is vital, not only because the

University finds its highest mission in the discovery and propaga-

tion of truth, but also because the spirit of research intensifies the

entire intellectual activity of the members of the University, both

teachers and students. He who seeks merely to transfer to imma-

ture minds knowledge that he has acquired by processes similar to

those employed by elementary students, no matter how skillful he

may be, teaches not with the authority of one who makes his pupils

searchers for truth because he is himself a searcher for truth. The

members of the department who have to do with graduate instruc-

tion are therefore men who not only have had the discipline of

study in universities long identified with advanced scholarship, but

are also actively engaged in research. Proof of their interest in

scholarship is shown in part by the monographs and books pub-

lished by them ; even more important is the cooperation in research

between instructors and graduate students.

The Library

The Library is to advanced students of literature and language

what the laboratory is to the student of science. According to the

last report of the University Librarian, nearly 3,500 volumes were

added in 1914-1915, and the Library is now receiving annually

nearly 700 periodicals. In addition to its regular appropriation

from the general library fund, the Department of English enjoys

the income of the Armfield Fund, which is applied exclusively to

the purchase of philological works and of old editions and authori-

ties necessary in advanced study. In this way the Library has

come into possession of many rare and valuable books, and through
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the same means the department is sure of steady increase in re-

sources. The list of periodicals received by the University Library

includes not only all the leading American and foreign reviews, but

also the most important journals of philology, as follows

:

Anglia; Archiv fur das Studium der Neueren Sprachen; Beiblatt

zur Anglia; Chaucer Society Publications; Concordance Society

Publications; Publications of the Carnegie Institution; Publica-

tions of the Connecticut Academy; Dialect Notes; Early English

Text Society Publications; The English Journal; Englische Stu-

dien; Journal of English and Germanic Philology; Journal of

American Folklore; Literary and Linguistic Studies (University of

Missouri) ; Modem Language Notes; Modem Philology; Modem
Language Review; Publications of the Bibliographic Society of

America; Publications of the Modem language Association of

America; Publications of the Philological Society (Oxford) ; Es-

says and Studies by Members of the English Association; Studies

in Language and Literature (University of Illinois) ; Western Re-

serve Studies; Studies in Philology (University of North Caro-

lina)
;
University Studies (Nebraska) ; Publications of the Society

for the Advancement of Scandinavian Study; and the philological

publications of Stanford, Texas, Tulane, Washington, Wisconsin,

South Carolina, Kansas, and Minnesota Universities. Disserta-

tions published by such foreign universities as Berlin and Upsala,

and by Yale, Chicago, and Columbia, are also regularly received by

the English Seminar.

The leading journals in Romance, Germanic, and Classical phil-

ology are also available, such as The American Journal of Archae-

°L°9yj The Classical Journal; Classical Philology; Glotta; Hermes;

Jahresbericht ueber Fortschriite der Klassischen Altertumswissen-

schaft; Journal of Hellenic Studies; Mnemosyne; Euphorion;

Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache; Literaturblatt fur

Germanische und Romanische Philologie; Germanische-Romanische

Monatschrift; Jahresberichte filr Neuere Deutsche Literaturge-

schichte; Zeitschrift filr Deutsches Altertum; Zeitschrift filr

Deutsches Philologie; The American Journal of Philology; The
Classical Review; The Classical Weekly; Philologus; Rheinisches

Museum; Wochenschrift fur Klassische Philologie; Revue d' His-
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toire Litteraire de la France; Revue Hispanique ; Romania; Ro-

manic Review; Soctete des Anciens Textes Francais; Zeitschrift

fiir Romanische Philologie.

The English Seminar

The English Seminar is a convenient and well-equipped room in

which are shelves containing the reference books necessary for the

use of research students, including a very complete collection of

texts, grammars, and other aids for the study of English philology.

Each graduate student has individual space for keeping card in-

dexes, notes, and books used in the prosecution of research in his

special subject. Two other rooms are used by the department for

conference purposes, and these contain various bibliographical aids.

Societies for Research

The University of North Carolina has consistently, and for a

long term of years, placed emphasis on productive scholarship as

an important function of an institution of higher learning. Three

organizations, each of many years standing, encourage research on

the part of their members, and publish journals which are bulletins

of their activities. To these societies graduate students are admit-

ted as members, and they have the same privileges in presenting the

results of investigation as faculty members. Students in the

sciences find these privileges in the Elisha Mitchell Scientific

Society, the organ of which is a Journal now in its thirty-first

volume. Students of history are eligible for membership in the

ISTorth Carolina Historical Society, founded by Governor Swain in

1833. The James Sprunt Historical Publications, now in the fif-

teenth volume, give evidence of the interest in historical research at

the University. Students of language and literature find a place in

the Philological Club, which publishes a quarterly journal, Studies

in Philology, now in its thirteenth volume. This Club meets

monthly for the reading and discussion of papers embodying the

results of investigation in various fields of philology and literature,

and at times visiting scholars read papers or give lectures before

the Club.
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The Spirit of the University

The material aids to the comfort and convenience of students,

the library facilities, the learned journals and organizations, the

scholarship and teaching experience of the instructors, are all sup-

plemented by the spirit of the University. Outstanding qualities

of this spirit are, first, the intimate and friendly personal relations

existing between teachers and students; and, second, wise service.

Through the personal contact of faculty and students, a spirit of

mutual helpfulness is established without which the finest libraries

and the most imposing lists of learned publications would be life-

less. Through the spirit of sendee, manifested not only in the ex-

tension work carried on by the University, but also by the constant

and sympathetic support given to research, students are brought to

feel the difference between service based chiefly on the emotions and

certain humanitarian impulses and a service that is effective

because it is informed.

DEGREES

The degree of Master of Arts in the Department of English is

conferred upon students who complete with high credit fifteen hours

of advanced work, of which the thesis counts three hours. An oral

examination on the general field of English language and literature

is also required. ISTot more than one minor subject may be chosen

by a candidate for the Master's degree in English, and this must be

in a closely allied field.

The degree of Doctor of Philosophy in English is conferred upon

those who pursue a more prolonged and detailed course of study

with high distinction. For students whose undergraduate training

has been adequate, three years are usually necessary, but the re-

quirements of residence and of courses of study are secondary to

other considerations. "No specific course of study, or number of

hours credit, can be regarded as guaranteeing the attainment of

this degree.

A reading knowledge of French and German, to be tested by an

examination, is prerequisite to admission to candidacy for the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Department of English, and
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German 61-62 and French 23-24 are counted among the require-

ments for the degree.

SUMMER SCHOOL COURSES

Certain courses are offered in the University Summer School

which may be counted for graduate credit. Students who desire to

register for such work should confer with the proper officers in

advance; no graduate credit for work done in the summer will be

given without the previous approval of the head of the department

or his representative.

CORRESPONDENCE

The Department of English invites correspondence from stu-

dents who are interested in advanced work.
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COURSES OF STUDY

Advanced Undergraduate Courses

Note.—The following courses are recommended to students

whose undergraduate work has been incomplete in the fields covered

by them. Such courses do not come within the definition of grad-

uate courses, and not more than one can be taken by a graduate

student in any one year.

21-22. English Composition. An advanced course in which spe-

cial emphasis is put upon expository and argumentative writing,

the materials being drawn for the most part from questions of con-

temporary importance. In the second term some attention is given

to the oration as a form of composition. Junior and Senior elect-

ive. Both terms, three hours. Professor Greenlaw and Mr.
Thornton.

23-24. English Composition. An advanced course affording con-

stant practice throughout the year in various forms of prose com-

position. Discussions and conferences. Junior and Senior elective.

Prerequisite, an average of 80 in English 1-2. Both terms, three

hours. Associate Professor Foerster.

51-52. Romanticism. While this course deals chiefly with Eng-
lish literature from Burns to Keats, it is complementary to course

45-46, in that the element of romanticism in literature is contrasted

with the classical ideal. After a brief account of romantic ele-

ments in earlier periods and the reaction towards romanticism in

the eighteenth century, the work of the first term consists of the

reading and interpretation of Burns, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Scott

;

attention is also given to certain foreign influences, such as that of

Germany, and to the development of criticism. The second term

treats the poetry of Byron, Shelley, Keats, and the prose of Haz-

litt, Lamb, and DeQuincey. Junior and Senior elective. Both
terms, three hours. Associate Professor Hanford.

55-56. The Victorian Era in Literature. This course will con-

sist mainly of a somewhat detailed study of Tennyson, Browning,

Carlyle, Newman, and Huxley in the first term ; and Arnold, Ros-
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setti, Thackeray, and Ruskin in the second term. Junior and

Senior elective. Both terms, three hours. Associate Professor

Foerster.

59-60. American Literature. The course deals with the history

and development of literature in America. Special attention is

paid to the literature of New England and of the Middle States,

to southern literature since the Civil War, and to the western

humorists. Junior and Senior elective. Both terms, three hours.

Associate Professor Booker.

65-66. The English Novel. While this course deals with the

development of prose fiction (romance, novel, short story) in Eng-
land from the sixteenth century to the present time, the stress will

fall on the period from Richardson to Hardy. Attention will be

given to the development of the technique of the novel and the

short story, and to the service of fiction as an interpretation of

life. Junior and Senior elective. Both terms, two hours. Mr.
Dargan.

Graduate Courses

The following courses are divided into three groups : Group I,

which includes courses 37-38, 41-42, 45-46, is made up of courses

intended primarily for undergraduates, but these courses may be

counted for graduate credit providing certain additional work, such

as a thesis, be submitted and approved. In case a student desires to

offer a course from this group for graduate credit, it will be neces-

sary for him to arrange with the instructor, before October first, a

plan of such additional work. Not more than two of the courses in

this group may be offered for graduate credit in any one year.

Group II, which includes courses 71-76, is made up of courses open

to graduates and undergraduates on the same terms. The attention

of students electing courses in this group is called to the following

related courses in other departments: Latin 53-54, German 61-62,

French 23-24. Group III, consisting of courses 81-84, is designed

primarily for graduates.

37-38. The Elizabethan Drama. A brief study of the begin-

nings of the English drama, followed by an intensive study of the

period from Lyly to the closing of the theaters. While particular
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attention is paid to Shakspere, it is also the purpose of the course

to study his work in connection with that of his contemporaries.

The development of dramatic technique, the Elizabethan concep-

tions of tragedy and comedy as distinguished from those of classi-

cal or of recent times, and the relation of the drama to certain

phases of Eenaissance thought, are studied through the reading of

a considerable number of plays. Both terms, three hours. Pro-

fessor Greenlaw.

41-42. English Literature in the Age of Elizabeth. A study of

the types of literature, except the drama: the sonnets and other

lyrical poetry; the pastoral; the epic; prose fiction; the essay.

Attention is given to the relations between English and continental

literature in the Renaissance. The first term is devoted to the

study of poetry, with Spenser as the basis ; the second term is con-

cerned chiefly with literary criticism and with the study of Bacon.

Both terms, three hours. Professor Greenlaw.

45-46. The Classical Tradition in English Literature. This

course is concerned with the influence of classical models and ideals

on English literature, primarily in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and

eighteenth centuries. The work of the first term will center in

Milton as the culmination of English classicism; the second term

will be devoted chiefly to the study of Dryden, Pope, Johnson, and

other representatives of the pseudo-classicism of the Restoration

and the Augustan age. Both terms, three hours. Associate Pro-

fessor Hanford.

71-72. Old and Middle English. In the first term a careful

study is made of Old English grammar and syntax ; a large amount
of easy prose is read. In the second term the grammatical work
and the reading are carried on into the Middle English period,

with special attention to Chaucer. The aim of the course is to

acquaint the student with the main facts of the beginning and de-

velopment of the English language and to introduce him to the

study of early English literature. The language of the older

periods is considered in its relation to present-day English; many
points of confusion in Modern English, unexplained by the rules

of logical grammar, are made clear. Both terms, three hours.

Associate Professor Hanford.
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73-74. Old and Middle English: advanced course. The work of

the first term continues the study of Old English grammar, par-

ticularly in its relation to that of the other Indo-European lan-

guages, but the major part of the term is devoted to the reading

of Beowulf. In the second term the study of Chaucer, begun in

course 71-72, will be continued. Both terms, three hours. Asso-

ciate Professor Hanford.

75-76. History of the English Language. This course supple-

ments courses 71-74. It will trace the growth of the English lan-

guage from its beginnings in England until today. Both terms,

two hours.

This course is omitted in 1915-1916.

81-82. Seminar in the Teaching of English. This course will

deal primarily with the teaching of both literature and composition

in the high school, and secondarily with the teaching of Freshman
English in the college. Ordinarily it is a requirement for the Mas-
ter's degree in English. Both terms, one or two hours. Associate

Professor Eoerster.

83-84. Seminar. This course is designed as a general introduc-

tion to the higher study of English. A special period of literature,

or a special literary form, or a single writer, is chosen for the topic

of the course. The method of study includes a considerable amount
of parallel reading in connection with the general topic ; a study of

some elementary problems in research; the presentation of brief

oral or written reports on some phase of the subject, and, in the

second term, the writing of a thesis. Both terms, three hours. Pro-
fessor Greenlaw.
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BELATED COUESES IN ALLIED SUBJECTS

Attention is called to the following courses, given by other de-

partments of language and literature:

German 61-62. Gothic: Braune's Gotische Grammatik; se-

lected parts of Paul's Grundriss der Germanischen Philologie. This

course is intended to lay the foundation for the philological study

of the German dialects. Open to Juniors and Seniors; prerequi-

site, German 21-22 or 23-24 or 25-26. Both terms, three hours.

Professor Toy.

French 23-24. Old French. Reading of the oldest texts: La
Chanson de Roland; Aucassin et JNTicolette; Chretien de Troyes.

Lectures on French Phonology and Morphology. Prerequisite,

French 3-4, a knowledge of Latin equivalent to courses 1-2 and 3-4

of the Latin Department, and a reading knowledge of German.
Both terms, two hours. Associate Professor Towles.

French 25-26. Provencal: a study of the ancient language and

literature of Provence. Prerequisite, French 23-24. Both terms,

two hours. Professor Dey.

Latin 37-38. The Latin Epic: Vergil will be the central theme
of this course, but the development of the Latin Epic will be treated

historically and illustrative readings in other poets will be assigned.

Junior and Senior elective. Both terms, three hours. Professor

Howe.

Latin 53-54. Indo-European Philology: introductory course.

History and methods of linguistic study; growth and classification

of the Indo-European languages; linquistic palaeontology. Lec-

tures. Junior and Senior elective. Both terms, two hours.






